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our privacy policy. × . We have been written and edited by the author's hand-free voice and therefore speaks for a written version and maintains the role of the UN action. This has not been reviewed by the author... Andrea Leonardo is a great honor to be with us from Don Manacarda, of The Diocese of Carpi, who has been the new reactor of Almo Colligao Capranica for a year.
You know above all the important seminars because this great educational institution comes from Al-Hadi. Francesca Pisca and Don Andrea Di Comano. I studied at cap-a-c college instead and I'm a co-author for that reason. Capanica College is probably the first institute built with the specific purpose of the formation of future pastors. It was a creation of two Cardinals Cap-so-
named ones who had started thinking about an institution that cared for the establishment and study of those who were to become priests. The Foundation has the official date of 1457 – we are only 4 years after, to give a reference date, the decline of the constantinople. Think that just a century later, in 1563, the Council of Schools established Trent for the formation of new
priests. CapAci took this event for 100 years! We pride ourselves on these ancient sources and that the college has continued its existence until when many ancient colleges were born for the same purpose, then were united in the Dacosian schools. I have shown some of you in the cards which I have many documents in which I have created the life of the capacis and especially,
the so-called copys of Saint Agnis, the students of the satyrical prints, prepared by the students for January 21, the day of the invitation of St. Ignis, which is the day of the Invitation of The Cap We are all related to what the former student is called the Capranic family. Dawn said that as a student, Capwasi had ten years and this year he was appointed the reactor. But this is
because how we welcome this evening is their potential as a librarian. Their thesis is based on the fact that like many other publications that have succeeded each other. He taught the new covenant for many years, as well as being the dean of the new religious faculty today. Today we asked him if the introduction of Matthew's Gospel would help us understand some of the
features of this Gospel and be able to read it more carefully during this liturgical year, which is the year, especially dedicated to Matthew. Mons. Manacarda has been in Rome for a few months. To my great surprise, the last was set on March 29. For four years Amelia Romania's studies, I was appointed in the June Reactor of Almo Collegao Capranica. The Caper-
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa We have defended these otonomes because these centuries of reactors are directly set by the holy Father. I live in Rome Capicensi is believed to be the ancient home of St. Ignis. The first of the two cardinals has been mentioned by Don Andrea, Daunsa Memico, in 1457 (he
said in 1400 and I was graduating 1422) decided to take home with his boy to name him -almo that is the ad, it gives life to prepare for the saying he made his library It is, of course, probably the first seminar in Rome in the world. We don't know how he was born, to bring children together on the Christian path. It took place in his house at that time, built above the house of St.
Ignas, the Great Roman Saint, which was re-dedicated to college. I said he dedicated me to a seminar of the Agnis men? I defended myself: Do you want us to dedicate st luigi gonzag, our fellow countrymen, who came a century and a half later, or St. Charles Borromeo? I want to mention another reference about Rome: it seems that many Capranicensi died in the borough of
Rome in 1527. They were in Bogo. Sparta and almost everyone died, to defend the Pope. When I came back to Thomson, I saw that he said: Fere omnis profudorant, remosomoto doca (N.d.C. almost all the life of the spread, having his reactor as a guide). CapAce rome has many relationships, but now it has also become a little bit intereranated. So, one of my first pastor's results
in Rome. What is the Gospel? I think we all know well what the Word of The Gospel means. Today's language will translate into the gospel, the announcement of good news. Greek expression Ongalawon, if we translate it today, will become ongalasashan - that is, in fact, a noen actunas, points to an action, it does not exactly indicate the booklet. For the average Italian, if it exists,
the gospel seems to mean a kind of booklet. Instead, the word Gospel, in early Christianity, points to the announcement that Jesus rose from the dead: This is the gospel of God. Four books we call the Gospels which were not said before. The Gospel is a title that during the second century, a century after the birth of the Gospel, is their appearance. First he was told kat? (second)
Marco, Locky, Matthew, Giovanni. Today, to translate with a language that is understandable, we are told that this expression is second, equal to Matthew: We can say, in Marco's way, It's a little mysterious too because they take these names, which have always been confirmed. The memories of the Messengers expressed at a turning point during the second century are also
described rapidly, in the sense that it is increasingly associated with these works. So what are these leaflets if we give them the label of the Gospel? They are a collection of traditions about Jesus. Around this incident, those who believed in him, also started to tell something. First of all, he did not tell much about the life of Jesus, his geographical events. He announced that he had
risen and told how he was dead. Part of the stable in the word is something about the story of emotion and resurrection. For the Resurrection is not so talyabli . Until Mel Gibson succeeds, he just shot the last scene, to revive the el-Lusawi! The tradition around Jesus, on the third day of his death, focuses on the interpretation of death for our sins in this sense. Certainly it was very
important to tell about their implementation, the unfair legal process caused by his death and its termination. After that, perhaps performed by some wonders, valid in those who believe in Jesus, other stories also came out. For example, stories of healing, exorcisms, stories that contain important words. For example: What did Jesus think about marriage, or the rokish? St. Paul's in
his letters almost never solves the problems of going back to jesus' life, but said he is dead and raised for us, we are not able to solve the problems of the prophet. And pulls the results. If the LORD died to die of sin , how shall we live in sin ? Paul usually thinks in these conditions, which begin with the deep feeling of the death of the Lord and the rise of the lord. Very soon, the
small traditions probably accumulate. For example, beautiful illustrations of Jesus. According to Jesus , who is next ? Or: Why does our preaching not work, even if it is very important? Then the farmer 's parable comes to mind . This material was created gradually. The stories that were born in Jesus to improve faith, from the story of Jesus, were related to the stories of The
Oongalasshan. At one point in these communities he also gospelized himself by remembering some of the blessings, some teachings of Jesus' life. In a system that you have to imagine in small pieces, the angel was not created immediately. On the contrary, Nigel doesn't even give the impression -I'm a little supportive now, and then in this debate we can explain - that he is
written by the eyewitnesses. So those who want to understand the Gospel should be very careful. This is not how my Greek literature book taught me when I The words describe that things are working very simple. The Greek literature of Parrota basically says at this point: There are also popular, very good things within Greece that call the Gospel. My whole life has been
dedicated to this sentence. In fact, we are stories in a tradition that is emerging, diverse according to communities, according to things that knew the men of the story of Jesus and by the witnesses who became ministers of the word during this period. People told him that he had been with Jesus of nazareth, who probably gave his legs during the spirit, and now believed in the
Resurrection and that's why he had experienced it, but with this great explanation that came from the Resurrection. Not as a fraud, but with evidence that you really happened in the past and the results were not expected already. We do this normally: as a child, you can see that Mario Rossi was very much a priest, he would become a priest, or he was rebellious and his energy
was explained today, once he became a pastor. These sentences are spoken in hindsight. For there is the story of Jesus in Anajil , which the witnesses said , but only when they became servants of the word . Anajil is well-known for the rise of Jesus . There are only no stories: they did it miracle. I'll give you an example. When Jesus raises his hand and pulls the paralyc and says
to him, Get up, it's definitely a historical thing. But as he says, get up, rise up - in fact, he uses the same function used for the resurrection. You find this amazing conversation all the time. In the early church, for a time, these stories were. Perhaps the collections are also made, for example about the seed of Jesus, or a collection of conflicts, or a collection of teachings about the
family. If you go to Chapter 10, you suspect that, for example, there is a collection. There is a text about marriage, about children and about wealth. It's a hat trick of a family catechism: couples, kids, money, enough interest. Of course, then in these stories you find the schimeta, according to the material perspective, neither inventing things, but the things that are collected: the
gospel collection. Collection on collection. When are The Angel born? Today, despite the conflicts, we have managed to understand that the oldest of these gospels we have, perhaps we are not sure at first - this is the sign. The Gospel of The Mark, in my opinion, can be between 60 and 66-67. A generation has passed since Jesus' death. Mark probably first thought of making a
collection of these events of Jesus, that is, with his death and then with the account of the empty grave. Easter morning empty. And a very simple scheme to suppress a series of stories: Jesus appears in Galilee, on his way, he leads to Jerusalem, a ministry in Jerusalem, the clash with Jewish religious intellectuals and the destruction of death is very important. The destruction
required by God, because all the drama of The Angel is dead from the concrete selection of the Lord Jesus men, but in reality god's plan on it dies. Jesus died in freedom and obedience to the Father, while around him, more or less magnificent, the pallatus, the kaaf, The Peter, the Judas are tired. All this is a human plot. All true, all responsibility for human freedom, but above that
is God. In fact Jesus says in Gutasmani: Aba, Father, i pass this cup to me. He asks the Father , And the Father has this plan . He's not asking so much to be freed by these men. If Marco was first, then it was so fantastic, give us this device. In the first lines, Markus wrote a kind of title: the original of jesus Christ, the Son of God. On the other hand, the Italian translator put the
beginning, which is a little fair. In Greek it is arch, original. How is this word onagalasashan? Where did we start? Matthew Marco comes after about 20 years. It is the response of the Attack by the People of Israel but not by the Jewish elite because it should be a text dating back to 1980, but by the elite who after the destruction of Jerusalem in the 1970s, trying to save
Salvagayabali – the people leading, the scribes and the scribes They've won these two lines, these figures. The temple is gone, these characters – the scribes and the French – have some problems, including the apocalyptic, but the problem that many people in Israel have become Christians, too. These groups tried to save Israel without much territory, without much temple,
guarding around the book. But there is a mistake in this book: it is used as a testimony to the al-Wahya of jesus Christ, on the fact of Jesus Christ. These are the steps (council of Yemen), the curses or curses that you are with each other to see that when you see that none of them are Nazis or Christians, none of them are Christians. Moses sits in the chair and the french, what
they say, but they don't do as they do, they bind heavy loads, they don't even touch them with a finger... Guided to the Heart: It's not just Jesus. It is jesus in 82, 83, 84 AD, it is a moment of Jesus, where there is a great difficulty, there is a very difficulty, there is a conflict with the specifics of Judaism, which are forced to save the previous image of faith, to be against The
Christians. You can see that Matthew's Gospel answers him. This is your first thought. So the Gospel of Matthew can be done until the 1980s. But how is it? Today we know this well, while the ants were more uncertain about it, because by definition, according to Matthew, he had the idea that it was the Gospel of the Messenger of Matthew. St. Augustine was wrong at the time
and said that Marco Brewwater is the mix maker of Matthaya, Shortner, Matthew. According to St. Augustine, Mark Will be the summary of Matthew. We have to say that since the first decades of the nineteenth century, since 1835, another idea has been established – and it is followed by a good 95 lbs of the technical agates of the problem. According to these more recent
studies, the first is the Gospel mark. According to Matthew, the Gospel is created by someone who took the Gospel of Mars and made it a rich edition with another perspective, presented to us with a variety of other figures of Jesus. Not in contrast with the previous one, but with some reworked parts. I'm an expert on the mark, so I said the figures of Jesus in the deep mark. We
know today (for two centuries we've been working in this direction) that this character, Matthew, not only used Marco's text, but also another text that we have not used, that has not come off since. Besides, there is a strange trend. According to the word Luke studied the Gospel, we can see that Luke also used Marco. It's easy to see how Matthew and Luke behave, but we also
feel that they used another work that was called the German Quelle (from source). You can see that pieces, of material, which comes from this other source. Matthew Recastus Mark, but also the clear source of the q, rich in words, were not rich in illustrations and were not even created that were not interdependent and a highly complex harmony. Already Marco's voice was
unusual, ignored in some small details, but heavily managed, Matthew went in that direction. Why does he have the name of the Messenger ? I follow many American writers who stand on the inman. It is possible that Mark's Gospel is nominated after any kind of mark and it was wonderful idea to write the first Gospel. According to Matthew, the Gospel can be called so that
perhaps the second source of these enhancements came from Matthew. Then this gospel was called according to Matthew, in The Way of Matthew, and it remained the name. While Luke had such a complex and varied explanation that he was probably called by the author's real name. The Gospel of John, which was still in the 1800s, was actually decided by the early 1900s,
most of the kalpanasheel, today is probably considered the only Gospel written by a visual witness. However, a little bit of a disinterest: this eye-witness is a powerful expert theology. So the words of Jesus are put into more rich terms . So there's a strange Marcus who I think Increasingly clear: We have a free witness in the language of Jesus' message, while we have other
characters who are not eyewitnesses in the latest institutional offices, but who are very loyal to bringing back the words of Jesus. Jesus probably speaks as he speaks, although not in Greek and in the language of Jesus, as these three gospels have been called since 1700 Senopotax and Jesus speaks in John. How to configure the text? This is what we are discussing today . I'm
with those who say that Matthew's Gospel is in his central body, in two parts. The first part will begin at 4:17 after the Prophet jesus announced and started saying: Change because the kingdom of heaven is near. This is the beginning of the central body, the first are the introductory parts. In Chapter 16:21, you find similar words: From that time on, Jesus began to show his
disciples that he would go to Jerusalem and be killed by the elders, from the elders, from the priests and the scribes, and to the burning of the third day. And contacted Peter... This identity is very important because it gives you two perfectly basic themes of the Gospel: Change the Kingdom of Heaven is near (where it goes for everyone) and began to show his disciples that The
Ibn Adam had to go to Jerusalem, hunt, die, again The kingdom of God, on one side, and suffering, dead, on the other, the son of man rise again. If you ask me if you have two keys to understand Matthew's Gospel, I'll tell you that nothing opens without these two keys. And the strong recipe is the fiuan of these two elements. What is the kingdom of God with the spirit of the LORD
Jesus , death and the Resurrection ? Is it a mistake, a constant sign of the empire? Is this the power of the kingdom ? This is the basic Christian question. At the beginning of our meeting, we prayed with our father in the formation of Matthew. Marco has no father, luke is another little. Our Father , who is in heaven , may come to your kingdom in a pure way , your will will will be
fulfilled , as is the earth in heaven . This is the custom of Matthew. You see that our Father has no passion for Jesus , death , and resurrection . This is a text that probably comes from the first term of Jesus' ministry, when it was not yet decided. Among other things, comparing luke with Matthew's language is interesting. Go and see in Chapter 6 of our father's father, Matthew and
Chapter 11 in Luke, where there is a more scabra version: O Father, your name will be clean, come your kingdom. Have you heard how many things have been lost against Matthew? Every word is a truly great world. Liturgy is now giving us a promotion that it wasn't before. When I was a child in my beloved city of Fossoly, as you in the Catholic world - We were in the 1950s-
always the same parts of the Gospel. Especially from Matthew, two or three marks because he was better on some stories-according to the idea of the ensigns, there were more details-some of luke. Good samaritan was not lost and is only in Luke. There was no reason for the different quality of The angel. He took the best of Jesus' life: liturgy was established this way. Today,
there is a big challenge in development, to raise every good news. We have one year (with Matthew). According to Matthew, we take a route, at least in normal time, then we walk on Marco, then The Locky. As if to raise the man of the church in the future I stayed him a year with the Bandakatanas, with Franksins a year and all of his colors to take the band all over again. We have
a great condition before us: liturgy has assumed the second Vatican Council reform, because the Gospel of John is very important in many ways, used in strong times every year - we see, for example, that a John is used during the year, because the Church of Rome is used according to this I have a type of fat wainandandandandora. We have a very deep work here that we hope
we will bear the fruits. Because the diversity of words has always been a big problem, because if we can't understand each other about certain things, then we're talking about it, the gospel is contradictory. If you don't have a good idea, it happens, which is a shock. So only one gospel was reading two or three stories of the same event, so that no one was surprised. Matthew's
Gospel is such an organized central body, but the trail on the mark. You can show where he is and where they are different, but then he added a tremendous introduction. He began his Gospel like this: the book of the birth of Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son of Abraham. Abraham created isaac, and Isaac said unto Jacob. A full series of stories about Jesus' childhood
begins with the tree: Why? Thus Matthew arranged to create a perfectly Bible book. He was a great Christian scribe. It is no coincidence that he is a witness of opposition from the scribes and the French who oppose Christians. He wrote this text from the beginning of the Bible. A character who knows that the Bible is forced to read this text of Matthew through this system of
insinuations that seems so boring, but keeps the ants first. In authentic order, the new covenant opens with this tree, it is not open with the mark which will be the oldest. Thus they manage to attach the story of Jesus to the Bible cloth. I don't know if I can make my mind up. You have to solve the problem today. One is a Bible ban Well, put in a special order with old and new
covenants. It didn't come to mind to doubt the wisdom of the Bible of the new covenant. But this is a time when the new covenant is not yet. Matthew started with that left-handed grandausli and a runa ebrac. You cannot understand the history of Israel without this reference. Then he begins to tell the story with this child born from a stoic fantasy, with whom he still wanted to hang
out with his wife, but the angel tells him, etc. With a beautiful Bible text: All this happened which was said by the Lord, through the Prophet, who says: Look, the virgin will become pregnant and give birth to a son called Thorn. This is one of Matthew's witnesses, we describe it immediately. Christian has done this text a lot: the original text of Jesus probably said that he is now a
virgin, will be pregnant. The text probably didn't mean what it meant now is a virgin, pregnant with virginally. She is an announcement for a king who is now a virgin: one of your women, who you have not yet known, virgin, after having sex, will be pregnant, her son. But matthew when he was in the light of the bacario concept of The Rarides, Jesus , all that was written in Jesus - it
was done, here the virgin would be pregnant and give birth to a child - the state takes that concept ver, even if it is in the text of the old covenant It gives you very strong depths and an idea about the elders that are in the gospel. After that, what does Matthew say? Yes, David's son, The Son of Abram, but he used to look for magi from the east, seeing the stars. So Jesus is not
really close to Israel, certainly Israel does not make us a great personality, because There is no Herodis, who was not a beautiful character, and the scribes who do not move. They know where he was born but do not move, is a really terrible oppressor, Herodis tries to kill him, but the child is saved by a source in Egypt. At that time another Joseph (Mary's husband) had saved the
children of Israel in Egypt, and Moses was also saved from the massacre of other children. Matthew it appears that Jesus summarized the entire history of Israel and summarized himself in terms of fatigue, pain, hardship stoicity that claims to be a life in the face of hardship. When the child comes back, Joseph warns in a dream that the child's relatives are dead, he comes to
Judah. In the place of Herodis now know The Arquelas and Joseph, The Arquelas, prefer to keep away from Jerusalem and the child is taken to nazareth, Galilee in a quiet area. What does Matthew do at the end of the Gospel? A beautiful scene that has been called the gospel of this gospel in other periods. Jesus met the living 11 disciples in Galilee (Judah killed himself). Eleven
disciples then went to Galilee, on the mountain which Jesus had set upon them. Jesus appears and closes the text like this: Go around the world, make disciples of all nations, teaching you to follow what I have commanded you to do. Here I am with you every day, until the end of the world. And this is where it ends. There is no excuse either. It ends with the end of the world.
Abraham started with hazrat adhaq, the beginning of the call, and ended up with words at the end of the world. You can already see the pay of this work, the depth. Matthew's other thoughts on Marco have led him to tell the story of Jesus' life that goes from Abraham to the end of the world. With simplicity, but at the same time with incredible depth. Matthew put a kind of depth in
his gospel, until he found what was found in the mark to work again. Markus has only one great speech, congratulations to his first four disciples, and Matthew has dilated him. Matthew has grouped together in the Gospel, perhaps to create a kind of pantiwatch, the five great books of the Bible, created by Milla (invention) the words of Jesus. The first is the conversation of the
mountain, famous, but also on the 28th of this, the mountain's conversation is in three which presents its disciples and the kingdom of God in the world. The second discussion is in Chapter 10 of the mission his disciples sent to the world. Chapter 13 has a series of parables, a kind of conversation, but with obstacles, which presents the secret, mystery, economy of the kingdom of
heaven. Another conversation on the church in Chapter 18, as we live in the church, is a reform of the community. A conversation that is about the same behavior. As far as the last of the empire's coming is presented: the decision. If during the liturgical year you have managed to follow as attached to Sunday, if you try to get out of the sunday pass easy, if you try to follow a topic -
what does this Sunday pass mean if we read this last week? The mountain opens with the conversation betatis. They are not the verses . The first words are: Blessed are poor in the spirit, because of them is the kingdom of heaven. The actor is to take the vision of Jesus and put the right story in position. Blessings are a revelation, says Jesus: The poor are blessed in the spirit.
Because? For the kingdom of God is upon them . This text is very interesting, it doesn't speak of Christians. Talk about the poor in the spirit. Be careful that the poor in the spirit are not rich who are separated. Someone criticized Matthew as an aervaite , instead , Matthew said , Poor people are also poor inside . There is a spirit that gives a value Regardless of the material,
instead the text of Matthew says: Those who are poor, but also poor at heart, are not poor, who are arosas, violence. The poor in the spirit-because there are-are a sign that the kingdom of God exists. Immediately after the other blessings: blessed, or rather those who have the ability to cover themselves, those who are suffering on the face of the other's pay. Because we are all
capable of suffering , there is no quality in it . It will be satisfaction-notice to future migration, because if they are affected now you will have to move to another moment. Blessed are those who are hungry and are afraid of justice , for they will be satisfied , blessed , for they will see God , blessed hearts are pure . It's not just about the fat, it's about pure heart. You remember the
French - but if you go to a mosque you will find washing equipment, pure food and unclean foods, unclean hands . . . if I want to eat, I need to wash myself and become pure. Jesus says that the pure of the heart, who are not inside, not outside, they will see God. God means to go to the bible and go to the bible. There you had to wash! Instead, here is the saying that the pure God
of the heart will see. Then he continued: Peace workers will be called to god's children, as well as the heirs of the earth, because of them are the victims of justice, blessed for them because they are the kingdom of heaven. Note, we are coming back at this time. But above all you have felt that the blessed are oppressed for the cause of justice , a double first is blessed and the
love for justice is the first. In Beattis, the word justice has a special role: you have to express the kingdom of God twice, but also twice the word justice. This is a perfectly inevitable word for Matthew. It's an indispensable word for the Bible, but for Matthew it's a must-have word. If this is the eighth blessing, then if justice is very important, then it now feels like what happens to the
word satai. If I go to verse 11, the music changes one by one: happy. It's here that Jesus walks to the disciples. First, he just explained: there is a happiness in the world that relates to these people, whether they are disciples or not. Blessed you when they insult you, they will follow you - you see that we find the word they will follow again. We are the kingdom of God, justice,
oppression and oppression. These are the key words to get into the message. Then it appears here that who are Christians , because if the kingdom of God belongs to the poor in the spirit , what do Christians do to us ? Congratulations when you have insulted you, follow you and lie to me that they say all evils against you, happy and happy because your reward in heaven is
great. So they oppressed the prophets before you . Christian is not a different fate Other men. If they are not poor in spirit, it is no use. But are there christians in particular ? To become a prophet. This is the kind of prophecy of the nation. When I was a kid, in the late 1950s, I always remembered a scene in which Church Chaplin, in schools, wanted to convince us that if African
children died, they went to hell, while we went to Italian children, Christians, to heaven. We were revolting in fifth grade. Then I worked with this person for a long time and found out that it might seem as if it wasn't as tragic as it was. For a long time Christians considered themselves as saved, not necessarily saved as opposed to others. This is wrong. God loves all men, all are
called to salvation. God would be a very poor God if He created a man without a destanang for salvation. Then Christ didn't know what kind of religious problem to save, but if it were impossible it would be very strange! Christian, for this reason, clearly knows the secrets of Jesus, know the secrets of God, know the mechanics. The prophet knows exactly what is going on. And then
Jesus continues: You're the salt of the earth. No: you are the good people of the earth . You are salt, because you are prophets, because you have the Gospel. And then there is a phrase that is not a threat: but if the salt loses its taste, what will you do? Jesus is corrupt, not threatened: he reminds us of a great responsibility to Christians. A stopover of the earth if Christians are
not salt! You're the light of the world. In the Gospel of John Jesus he says: I am the light of the world, even he is. A city located above a mountain cannot remain hidden, nor can a screenbebe put under the mogo, but above the screen, so that it shade the light at all in the house. If you are light, don't be afraid if you are destroyed. The light is not the turn to put down the bed, the
rest assured; If you are the light of the world then this moment will come when you will kendall. This is the last one's pre-sentence. If you are salt, if salt loses its taste, it is a waste, you are the light of the world, assure the rest! You don't turn on the light to bury it, but to light it up. It should be said today, it is still important today. Your light shines in front of men so that they can see
their beautiful work and glory to their father who is in the sky. This is the first time in the Gospel of Matthew that God has been called by this beautiful name. Men shine your light to see your beautiful work before (Italian translation is translated with good work, but the Greek word is beautiful work, although Greeks are beautiful and good to identify. Father who is in heaven! Now
he's talking to Christians. Christians can see those who see such a work that God is the Father. I always ask, from this year the holy Father invited us to make the Year of the Father: Who testifies for god's godly ness? Successful fathers? I do not think so. So: Poor mothers? Religious? Singles? People who are not children for some reason? Jesus never speaks in these terms,
except once: if you are giving good things to your children, let us be heavenly fathers. Jesus is not a priest from god ' s . And he said , Another thing is that god 's god 's godistist is seen when it is treated in such a way that God is the Father . And here we are in the heart of Matthew. In my opinion, it is the most important thing that Matthew understood and explained: the concept of
great justice. At 5:20 am we read: If your righteousness does not exceed the scribes and the French, you will not enter the kingdom of heaven. The scribes and the French, very strict, in compliance with the law, also positively! Here we must be careful because the average Christian takes the French as an equivalent of the hypocrite. Then we say: Beautiful power, if your justice
does not exceed the hypocrites.... But Jesus doesn't mean that. Instead it means: if your justice is not that of the strict observants of the law, the scribes and the French, you will not enter the kingdom of heaven. And then it explains in a way that's awesome. It was said: The famous thesis that came to be the heart of the mountain's conversation. It was not said to be killed, but the
person who will be killed, but I tell you that whoever will be angry with his brother, the trial will be held. This passage is very important: you thought it was said to the agents does not mean it was said by the agents. It was said that god as its theme. You have been told that it is said by God by the Ants, Moses and all others: do not kill, but I do not get angry with you, those who will
put the foolish brother to trial. The second text: You have learnt that he has been told not to commit haraam, but I tell you who sees a woman to desire it, and he has been forbidden to do it. Now you have begun to understand what is the greatest justice? Do you understand what this means, what is hunger and what is the love for justice? What does it mean to be persecuted for
justice? It's not just about social justice, we miss it! Social justice is not a Christian ideal. It is an ideal that Christians can't share with others. But St. Thomas already knew this: Justice is less than love, if there is no justice then you can't talk about anything. But this is not the main justice! The biggest justice is not anger, not just those who are angry with you. The higher justice is not
merely haraam to each other , but its attitude . It's very difficult, we're all afraid of this phrase. You were told this: who gave his wife the Repealact, act of preventing her (we can say today, be right, so the poor thing rerys if she wants, otherwise it ends badly). You are told that this is said - and Dt 26 is quoted here - that whoever gives his wife the Act of Rape, but I tell you - Greater
Justice - who is a repudatis to his wife and who is marrying a republican woman, for his forepart. You have seen that Jesus has started to cut things that are still extremely difficult today: the key is more justice. There are three more parts: you understand that you were not called a exciting, but I don't swear to you, because yes, it must be. Most comes from this evil. We didn't act on
it because we're using it! But Jesus didn't think so. Also here I say this and here I deny it! You see that is a crosscode, because it is more difficult than the heart's. You have understood that it was called eye for an eye, tooth for teeth, but I do not oppose you wicked, if one of your right gall serity you will also give it the other. Here we are before the law of cut, most important of the
laws, the ratio between damage and punishment. If someone has you, please don't do it. This is the verse for Gun 4, the song of Lamich: I kill a child for one, if a child kills me, I'm a little bit unattached because I kill him! The laws of the preaching party are older than the Bible, there is already an eye for the eye: for the eyes, it does not completely blind, do not come to the
discussion. The law of the kit sets the ratio between damage and compensation. I call it the law of the gate . If someone spends my car door and I say to those who hurt me: Your insurance is, I took my entire Bodivork again, I go out the door door. The law of the preaching party, which has a very bad reputation, is actually a very important law of balance of justice. But Jesus didn't
like it. Eye for an eye, tooth for tooth, gall for gall. But no, Jesus says: If your right gall is available, you can make only one gall to your left, not the other's gall. Can? Impossible? A sexual? Who was Jesus ? Each of us has to answer this question. Of course it's stress. Last of the anti-thesis: You understood that it was said: You will love your neighbor and hate your enemy. But I
say to you: Love your enemies, pray for your own ropes to become the children of your heavenly Father, who lifts his sun above the wicked and above the righteous and the oppressor swells and more. But here we begin to understand how man can show that God is his Father. So God is the true Father , when this man manages to do this as God , he has not arranged to divide .
For the LORD , thy heavenly Father , raises his sun above the wicked and above the good . The man who comes from beyond for greater justice is the one who speaks of God . Then Jesus himself explains better. In fact, if you love people who love you, what reward do you have? Do not do poblaxts - those who are Jews who collect taxes for the Romans - not even? And if ye
only salute your brethren and sisters , what are you doing ? Do not even plot ? Sinful Jews and conspiracy theorists treat them well which treat well, do you do extraordinary? So be perfect as your heavenly father is perfect. Here we come to jesus asks Christians what. What is the light of the world? This. What is the salt of the earth? People, Christians, who organize to try to move
into this zone. These are the first words of Jesus in the Gospel of Matthew. Now we see the last of the fifth speech. We remind him: When The Ibn Adam comes to his glory with all his angels, he will sit on his throne of glory. And all the people will be gathered before that, and they will be separated from each other, because the shepherd will separate the sheep from the goats, and
the sheep will be placed on his right and the goats to the left. Then the king will say to them on their right: Come, be happy with my father, since the foundation of the world will get you as ready as a kingdom. Because I was hungry and you opened me up, I was drunk and you let me drink. I was a stoic and you hosted me, naked and you dressed me up, sick and saw me,
imprisoned me and came to see me. Then the Righteous man will answer him : Lord , when have we ever seen hunger and opened you up , and gave you a drink ? When did we see you as a stranger and we hosted you, or naked and you are dressed? And when we saw you sick or in prison , and came to see you ? And Jesus answered. But then there is the opposite view. Then
he will say to those on his left: Far away from me, in eternal fire, ready for curse, satan and his angels. Because I was hungry and you didn't give me food. I was drinking and you didn't give me a drink. I was a stoic and you didn't host me, naked and you didn't see me dressed, sick and in prison and you didn't see me. Then they will also answer: Lord, when have we ever seen you
hungry or sick or sick or in prison and we have not helped you? But he will answer: I really tell you: Every time you did this thing to any of my younger brothers, you didn't do it to me. And they will leave them upright for eternal violence and eternal life . This is where The Spirit of Jesus begins. I went to the scene, because it The wrong view corresponds to our mindset, because if I
had been Jesus I would have done this at the end of the world: you Christians like this, you will move non-Christians there. After that I will divide the good and the bad into Christians and then to divide the good and the bad to the non-Christians. But you see that the scene is different. It is one of the most beautiful pages for humanity and is also the most dangerous for Christians,
because when you close the scene, it makes no difference to being a prophet anymore. It makes a difference what really has been done. We want to think that Christians divide them into goats and bad people, but also in two different levels. In Jesus, on the other hand, there are no different degrees. God's gift, the kingdom of God goes through all history, because of being
Christian we have concerns, but our relationship with everyone is the matter. I'll stop here to hear your questions and we've just mentioned some problems to some of them. Answer from The Cistoonserpos Mons. Manakarda we start in the opposite direction . The word justice is the most beautiful word of the whole old covenant. I was educated by Luis Alonso Sch'kel on this
occasion; He told us that Agape, Caritas, the love of the offering in the New Testament, is justice in the old covenant. Think of the zabur as 72 A. God, give your judgment to the king's son. Everywhere these things have a desire that they must be in their peace and well-being. That after twenty centuries of Christianity, the great injustice has not been fulfilled, that we are the most
son of God, And I do not wonder. It's a sly, gospel-like. This is the future that the Gospel always brings with it that constantly brings us great things. Some of the problems of human justice-money, for example, are probably better, together with the human rights issue, however, with the terrible masadedas. There is a constant need to go to the Gospel. The Gospel is a historical
force, but it does not mean that it is being built more and more. Today's Christians are more Christian than dante. This war for justice will always be there because it is radical . In fact, in different societies, the message of the Gospel creates different Christian social beliefs. Sometimes I had no mention in today's terms, today is a specific advantage. But for a wall it becomes easier
and more difficult at the same time talking about justice or Christian social beliefs. This non-recovery is also a sign of the debate, it is a sign that further and more indicates. It is ideal to think that the city of the sun is here or I don't know what else is. The kind of thinking that is supposed to solve these high levels in a complete historical design, the results that have become horrible,
as shared in some, some His form. To answer the third question we start by saying, in fact, we don't know where this order is. We only know that this is the case. There is no uncertainty about the names that are immediately true themselves, as well as the number four. Although there was a large production of apocryphal anagel after that, which today enjoys undeserved
advertising, as if they are not old or deep, they are all new. Even the four signs are nothing, they exchange in the first centuries. In the Chromatous of Aqwalia, the eagle is Marco. The order that we have in canon today is wrong because the actions of Luke and the Apostles are a unique task, but today we are: Matthew, Markus, Luke, John. It would be nice to put the first jiwani,
then the other three and The Locky which continues with actions. It probably began with the Gospel who made himself the most consistent in the church. Matthew for his explanation, Sestimataca, rich of material, has established himself as the equivalent of the Church Gospel: it all read above Matthew. Read John Low. It was enough for Marco to be called Matthew's Brewer to
remove him. I think in the end we started reading the most gospel, the Gospel of one of the Apostles, then two Gospels, Mark and Luke– as they were then not considered the direct work of a Messenger – and then the other great Messenger, John. It was thought that this mark was the disciple of Peter and Paul's luke, but here we go in the symbolic explanation, which is very
interesting. The problem is not so much about jesus' poor, but our poverty, our relationship with wealth. That's why many explanations are so different. Specifically, there is a distinction between the words of Jesus in Matthew in Chapter 5 and the word we find in Luke, in chapter 6. 6 in Luke says: You are the kingdom of God because blessed you are poor. Ah, how beautiful it is-
some say it's not a revelation! But you have heard that you are not poor in the Holy Spirit, but blessed you, my disciple. If you tell jesus disciples that you are poor, you are already poor in spirit. Just add a hint to your butt. It is used because the little box is not true: Luke is really for the poor, Matthew instead presents jesus as I thought it was – also because this expression is in
Cumran. Poor, then, but some should be included, because there are poor people who are the loth. The word 'in the spirit' is very important. It's like a heart-thon, heart-thon, not just with clean hands. To answer the first question, which asks that the true author of The Gospel is the Holy Spirit, I will say to him: The real author of The Angel is Jesus. The Holy Spirit is behind all this,
but we must also keep Jesus. Because the gospel is an unusual place for a Christian. Dei Warbum also says: The New Testament has a prominent place in the covenant, even the old covenant books speak of Christ, but more weak. The books of the New Testament, including Paul's letters and Apocalypse, present Christ in a strong manner, but not Because they are more
affected by Paul's letters, but because they contain his incredible pearls which the Son of God said and what when he was among us. Why did he influence Bach ? Indeed , this was the Gospel of the Church , it was considered earlier . Matko is very much a man of reading situations, but he is very much a man of reading. We also know where he takes his movie: when I took the
Gospel at the table below one night, he started reading. Matthew is first: probably because of it. But what did he find us ? We found the greatest justice, which was a very strong conflict against the prophets and a man-like need for a very moving crumbling. I sow in malm-pattern, I say. And certainly it is the role of great sensitis, which has been able to hold the differences, even for
the lack of overall knowledge. Then there is a little more aggression in his film , whereas according to Matthew the Gospel is rather the gospel of christ . Dent, in de Shahi, wrote that the Luke's fictitious mesoitodnas is the compass, but if we find the nature of the light Christ then we find it in Matthew. Matthew is the light king, and Matthew's pearl-I support him is the lagrande who
calls the summit of Matthew: Come to me, all of you who are tired and oppressed, and I will make you a referral. Take my gamble above you and learn from me, who are heart-thonly gentle and polite, and you will find refreshment for your lives. Actually, my gamble is sweet and my burden is light. Gambling is the picture of the law for Jews. Great justice for Jesus. If we were able
to enter higher justice, gambling would be light and we would learn from him that he is a gentle and heart-rending man. This aspect did not look very well, but other things looked good. Well.
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